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RuneQuest Too By Lawrence Whitaker and Pete Nash Now that the secret is broken… now that the cat is out of the bag, the beans spilled, the rumours conﬁrmed, we can talk openly about RuneQuest II (or MRQII – or, if you’re one of the more ardent purists, dating RuneQuest since its very ﬁrst appearance, RQIV or V or VI, depending on how you count RuneQuest: Adventures in Glorantha and RuneQuest Slayers into the bargain). But, for us, this is the second edition of Mongoose’s treatment of RuneQuest and so it is, ofﬁcially RQII.



•



•



But that’s semantics. What does RQII actually mean, for you, the player or Games Master, whether new or seasoned? What does RQII give you? Some basics ﬁrst. This is a complete overhaul of the previous edition of RuneQuest. Changes have been made to just about every aspect of the game to a greater or lesser degree. Some changes are barely noticeable whilst others are wholesale additions or revisions. However, the design philosophy running through RQII is as follows: • •



•



•
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Elegance: Game mechanics that use common concepts, easy to understand and apply. Realistic: Although a set of fantasy rules, we’ve tried to be faithful to reallife where it is appropriate and where we can ﬁnd an elegant solution to a fantasy situation. Intuitive: Whilst some of the new rules and mechanics introduced may require a little digesting at ﬁrst, they should become logical and intuitive to use. There is far less a reliance on matrices for resolving combat, for instance. Flexible: No rule system is ever perfect but one of the hallmarks of RQ has always been the ease with which it can be ‘house-ruled’ or adapted to ﬁt many different situations. The mechanics in RQII are designed with that in mind. You can drop or change just about any part of the mechanics without compromising another.



•



Compatibility: RQII remains compatible with supplements and settings created for the ﬁrst edition. Indeed, many of the rules included in books such as ‘Guilds, Factions and Cults’ are now formalised in RQII. However, all the core concepts that previous books have used remain in RQII and it should prove to be an easy task to convert old books to work with the new rules. Sophisticated: Although RQ is essentially an easy system to learn and play, RQII includes a certain level of sophistication that the previous edition lacked. This sophistication manifests primarily in the combat, magic and cult rules and is aimed at encouraging a certain style of play. Fun: What attracts people to RQ is that it is an easy, fun set of rules. We think this is still true. Some of the sophisticated elements should, we think, engender some fun situations that previous editions of RQ have hinted at but never fully explored.



The team behind RQII is myself and Pete Nash. Pete is my long-time collaborator on all kinds of roleplaying projects and he and I have been tinkering with the rules for some time. RQII is the culmination of many, many months of discussion, testing, out-ofthe-box thinking and rule integration that some of you may already be familiar with.



Changes



What, then, can you expect from RQII? This article is not a blow-by-blow run through of all the changes or a set of conversion guidelines but we can summarise the way key sections have altered.



Genericism and Glorantha RQII retains its emphasis on Glorantha as the core and default setting for RQ. All the mechanics are designed to simulate Glorantha as closely as possible and the examples given throughout the book reference Glorantha. However the rules



are also generic enough for Glorantha to be completely ignored if this not a world that you are interested in. Using RQII Rules-As-Written for Eternal Champion games, Lankhmar, or your own campaign backgrounds, should be much easier.



Character Creation Much remains the same and familiar. All the key stats and attributes are there, as are the skills, divided into basic and advanced (although Basic Skills are now renamed Common Skills) and developed through a combination of culture, profession and personal choice. However a great deal of rationalisation has been made and is, broadly, as follows: Characteristics. Roll in Order, Rolled Allocation and Points Buy are now all legitimate options for creating a character. We have dropped the 4D6 and ignore the lowest die opting for a straight forward 3D6 for STR, CON and so on, and 2D6+6 for INT and SIZ. All characteristics are capped at 21 for humans but they otherwise work precisely as before. Attributes. Damage Modiﬁers and Hit Points work as they did before but the way Combat Actions are calculated has changed to take into account the Intelligence of the adventurer.This helps to de-emphasise DEX as the ‘uber’ characteristic and incorporates how Intelligence contributes to gaining tactical advantage. A new attribute that inﬂuences Improvement is introduced and is based on CHA, which again helps deemphasise CHA as a ‘dump’ characteristic, especially when allocating rolls or using Points-Buy to build the character. Skills. All skills are now based on either the sum of two characteristics or a single characteristic with a multiplier. There is no formula or arbitrary numbers in calculating the basic value of a skill – either a Common or Advanced skill. We have also changed the list of Common skills, conﬂating some and breaking out others. For example, Athletics is now complemented by Brawn



and Swim skills, whilst the three Lores (Animal, Plant and World) become a single Lore (Regional) skill. New Common Skills are introduced too, reﬂecting the greater emphasis on culture and community RQII offers. Cultures and Professions. The list of cultural backgrounds have been greatly trimmed and skills within each overhauled. Professions too, are modiﬁed, increasing skill bonuses and ranges of skills. Guidance on creating a magic-using character is provided. However, if you are using a character from the previous edition you will not need to completely change the background he used: simply adjust the skills he has accrued thus far. Community. A new addition is community. Here, characters identify parents and siblings, friends, rivals and enemies. Some new rules help characters form connections with each other which should contribute to the ever-challenging question of why, and how, a group of adventurers have come together.



Skills As mentioned, skills have been juggled and tweaked but the broad spread is the same. Skills introduced in the Games Masters’ Handbook have been formally included in RQII and every skill has critical and fumble results listed with their description. The success ranges have been tweaked slightly but otherwise all works as per the original RQ rules. Resolving Opposed Rolls works as described in the PDF Players Guide: that is, characters must roll under their skill but achieve a high roll to gain the advantage. If a character rolls a critical success, it automatically trumps a standard success. For skills over 100% we have changed the mechanic so that all participants in the Opposed contest see their skills reduced by the over 100% amount of the highest skilled character. Thus, a character in an Opposed test of 110% facing two NonPlayer Characters of 80% each would see his skill reduced to 100% and his opponents to 70%. This involves a little more arithmetic



than before but helps with scalability for characters with very high skill values. Improving Skills is now easier. Characters gain a bonus to their Improvement Roll which should help increase the chance of a skill advancing. However, the new Improvement modiﬁer will inﬂuence the number of improvement rolls a character has – so it is worth considering this when designing your character from the outset.



Combat A problematic area of RQ has always been combat and this has been addressed by completely redesigning how it works. There have been a number of minor ﬁxes to Combat, such as combining two-weapon or weapon and shield into a single skill, to avoid the unfair bias of learning two separate skills to be competent. Combat does not use Opposed Rolls for resolution, as introduced in the Players’ Guide PDF and reverts to standard rolls for each party in the ﬁght. This removes the ‘Downgrade’
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RuneQuest Too situation which caused a great deal of consternation when introduced! However, neither are there tables for combat resolution. It has been simpliﬁed – as an attacker you either hit or miss and as a defender you parry or you don’t. Whether damage penetrates your parry depends on the comparative sizes of the weapons used. Bigger weapons will overcome the damage absorption of smaller weapons and longer weapons will keep your foe at bay. Do not expect to be able to consistently block a greatsword with a dagger, or a giant’s treetrunk club with a broadsword. The always sticky and tenuous differentiation between parrying and dodging has been removed, by combining them into the same action. In reality defending yourself in close combat is, and has always been, a combination of blocking, parrying and footwork rolled into the same movement. Diving for cover or avoiding traps is now covered by the Evade skill: something useful to do if facing missile weapons without a shield. Armour penalties have been revised completely, so that they no longer affect your skills but hinder Strike Rank and Movement instead, making characters slightly slower to respond in combat, depending on the armour worn. The way Combat Actions work has also been changed – and this is a signiﬁcant alteration. Reactions have been removed, so that you must use your Combat Actions in order to both attack and defend yourself; adding a strategic advantage for whoever goes ﬁrst in combat. Should you wear lighter armour in order to act ﬁrst, thus using more of your CA to attack? Or select the added protection of heavy armour in exchange for potentially attacking less? The next major change to combat is the introduction of Combat Manoeuvres. If you score a degree of success over your opponent (you successfully attack, he fails to parry, for example), you gain a Combat Manoeuvre. These manoeuvres allow you to perform a variety of offensive and
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defensive techniques that have both a tactical element and include a ‘cinematic’ feel. Thus the ﬂow of combat becomes, overall, far more tactical, with trips, disarms and the like occurring naturally in the ﬂow of the ﬁght. Remember the scene from Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, where Michelle Yeoh ﬁghts Zhang Ziyi? RQII combat can now mimic the bashes, pins, knockbacks, weapon breaking and all the other ﬂashy techniques, without ever needing to mention ‘precise attack’. A few combat manoeuvres such are tied to speciﬁc weapon types; and some weapons have, in turn, had their basic damage and abilities overhauled too. So, using your CA wisely and choosing manoeuvres according to what you want to achieve – and your weapon’s capabilities – makes combat a far more satisfying experience but without having to rely on reams of charts, matrices, or simply rolling for hit, location and damage. Furthermore, ﬁghts tend to resolve faster and can end with a lot less maiming or fatalities.



one for casting and one for restricting the overall effect of what happens. This allows characters to master their chosen forms of magic more easily and enables Games Masters to more precisely judge both their capabilities and those of their opponents. In addition, learning new spells now requires Improvement Rolls, allowing a better balance in alternate game settings between those who use magic and those who cannot.



Of course, not all players may like this style of combat. But as stated at the beginning of this article, RQII is ﬂexible and modular. Combat manoeuvres can easily be ignored by those who prefer just chopping their enemies into dog meat, rather than defeating them in ﬂashy ways.



Divine Magic with its reliance on dedicated POW caused some concern in the past. However, the whole of Divine Magic has been reinvented so that the average initiate, acolyte or priest gains a huge beneﬁt in return for funnelling part of his Magic Points to a god. To prevent runaway POW dedication, the maximum amount you may dedicate is restricted by your cult rank. If you ever leave the cult then your dedicated POW returns, since you never sacriﬁce it, merely redirect MP production.



Lastly, the damage rules have been revised so that a Serious Wound requires a single opposed roll to avoid some sort of impediment and a Major Wound uses the same roll to avoid maiming or death. This reduces round to round book keeping and no matter how huge the foe’s Resilience value, a Major Wound still incapacitates, preventing them from continuing to ﬁght.



Magic Like Combat, Magic has been rebuilt. The system supports four magical paths: Common Magic, Divine Magic, Spirit Magic and Sorcery. Following the aim of minimising the number of skills used in the game, all types of advanced magic have been reduced to learning only two skills (the exception is Common Magic, which uses only one skill) – ostensibly



Bringing the system back into a more Gloranthan mindset, Rune Magic has been renamed as Common Magic and its dependence on physical runes has been removed. Since it is the weakest form of magic, it only requires a single skill to control the casting. In general, Common Magic spells affect single individuals, normally only the caster if non-offensive, reﬂecting their petty nature. Also, the highest Magnitude of Common Magic spell which can be learned is limited by the caster’s INT.



In return, all Divine spells now only require a single point of dedicated POW to store, can be recovered away from the temple and, depending on your cult rank, are recovered at a much faster rate. The strength of a Divine spell is now linked to the Pact skill so that Rune levels can channel the power of their god at fairly awesome magnitudes, making it exceptionally hard to block or dismiss. Sorcery likewise has been overhauled. The biggest beneﬁt for sorcerers is that all the manipulations have been bundled into just one Manipulation skill and groups



of spells into a single Grimoire skill. This helps overcome the age-old problem that sorcerers could never improve as quickly or be as well balanced as other magicians. However, the spells have also been revised to rebalance their effects and make them completely ﬂexible so that any of the manipulations can be used to tweak them. Whereas Divine Magic is very strong, Sorcery’s strength comes from being very versatile, especially when it can affect multiple targets simultaneously. Spirit Magic has, for the ﬁrst time in RuneQuest’s venerable history, been given a fully coherent and unique system which actually treats spirits as magical otherworld entities in their own right, rather than just a source of Magic Points or spells. Spirit magicians are able to perceive and eventually enter the spirit world by using one of their skills. Additionally a second skill to command and bind spirits is used. A spirit’s magical effect can only be manifested if the spirit is summoned to the physical world, or called forth from the fetish to which it is bound. The major beneﬁt of Spirit Magic is that until returned to a fetish or the spirit plane, the spirit’s supernatural power is everlasting. Although very Gloranthan in nature, these rules can easily be used for Demonology and the like. Also, since spirits are not spells they can be particularly devastating against Divine Magic or Sorcery users, especially if they are dragged into spirit combat with their reduced or expended number of Magic Points. The days of shaman being despised as primitive dabblers should be over, as they become feared as potent, terrifying foes in their own right.



Cults The work on overhauling cults began in the Guilds, Factions and Cults book and many of the cult concepts introduced there are carried forward to RQII. The Cults chapter has been updated so that practitioners of any magic can form cults, whether it is a barbarian tribe worshiping a storm god, sorcerers



sacriﬁcing to a demon, or jungle primitives venerating their ancestral frog totem. Thus each cult now has its own myths and HeroQuests, becoming a fully ﬂedged social organisation – and a useful plot source for adventures. Since ultimately all magic comes from the runes, whether via gods, grimoires, or spirits, all members can now call for miracles by drawing power directly from the cult’s runic source. Such attempts are truly acts of desperation, as they come at a terrible cost to the skills of the caller but are no longer limited to theistic cults in the form of Divine Intervention.



It would be untrue to claim that the game is perfect. Players and Games Masters will ﬁnd things they want to change, ignore or enhance. Some changes will be popular and others less so. Writing a rules set is a challenging job as there is no way that every individual preference and campaign style can be accommodated without producing a rulebook that requires STR 21 to lift. However the strengths of RQII should greatly outweigh its weaknesses and the weaknesses present have been scrutinised to a high degree to minimise any intrusive effects or illogical consequences.



Heroic Abilities



For those who have established RQ campaigns, introducing RQII should not be too difﬁcult a job. For most characters it will require a little recalculation of skills and some adjustments to spells but you will certainly not need to begin from scratch. In fact, existing characters changed to RQII should emerge with greater beneﬁts than they had before and new characters should be more rounded, capable and satisfying.



To support the Cult rules, Legendary Abilities have been renamed Heroic Abilities and as well as being taught, can be won as part of HeroQuesting. Heroic Abilities have also been rebalanced and streamlined with the rest of the system. In addition they now require a Magic Point to invoke, better reﬂecting other genres that RQII may be used for, such as the Ki or Chi talents of oriental settings, or possibly psychic powers of mystical knights. For those who fear this is too much like magic, the trigger for such abilities could easily be substituted for burning a fatigue level or Combat Action instead.



We’re proud of RQII and hope you will be, too.



But it’s Still RuneQuest…



It is impossible to summarise all the tweaks and changes in one short article but essentially RQII takes its previous edition, improves upon it, rationalises it and incorporates ideas, themes and mechanics that have been introduced in previous RQ releases. It is a game that remains very familiar to players but feels fresher and offers more opportunities and possibilities.
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